Responsive Nivoslider
Responsive & Attractive banners slider on your store home page

Extension Specification Document

Magento 1
Extension URL:
https://www.extensionhut.com/magento-extensions/nivoslider.html
Support URL:
https://www.extensionhut.com/support
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Overview
Responsive Nivoslider add a showcase of attractive banners on your store to advertise your
products, offers, sales, promos, etc. This plugin features many of unique transition effects,
an image preloader, autoplay that stops on user interaction and lots of easy to set options to
create your own effects. Responsive feature of this slider makes sure that it’s resolution
remains same irrespective of screen size and different devices. You can set different
navigation styles like bullets, arrows, tabs & thumbnails with responsive slider.
It provides optimized performance and make sure that slides, loads lightning fast on every
resolution device. Its intelligent lazy loading, Loads original files and scale those
automatically according to requirement. There is no limit to add slides or images in the
slider, you can add as many as you want to show on your website.

Why Nivoslider?
❏ Fully responsive and works great on every device (Desktop, Tablet, Mobile)
❏ Lots of ready to use styles included
❏ Monitor and optimize all aspects of your sliders

Features

1. Multi store configuration with single installation: Extension works fine with
multiple store. Now days many Magento sites are configured for multiple stores with a
single installation and slider facilitate to configure it for each and every store separately.
2. Performance Optimization: It optimizes all aspects of slider and load images
intelligently to provide smooth loading experience. Lazy loading makes it more fancy
and preferable.
3. Fully Responsive Solution: Nivoslider works great on different resolution devices. It
loads core images and scale automatically according to the screen resolution.
4. Custom transitions/animations: Extension has also facilitated with many different
transitions and animation options for slider to make it more attractive and intuitive to
use on different platform.
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Configuration
Extension configuration is required to make it ready to function and set-up according to
your requirements. Here is step by step guide to configure it.

System > Configuration > Extension Hut 

>

Responsive Nivoslider

General Settings
1. Effect: Extension provides a different effect for slide transition which shows slide
images with an attractive ways like fold, fade, sliceDown, sliceUp, Box, etc.
2. Slices: This option works with slice animation effect. Here you can set a number to slice
the image into parts of same.

3. Box Cols: This option works with Box animation where you can set the number of box
columns for animation.
4. Box Rows: Box rows help to set number of box rows for animation.
5. Animation Speed: Transition speed for the slides can be adjusted from admin panel
which is added in milliseconds.

6. Pause Time: Here you can set the pause time between each slide transition.
7. Start Slide: This allows to set first slide of the slider to start with.
8. Direction Nav: Next and Previous navigation buttons can be shown and hide from the
slider just by selecting yes and no respectively.

9. Control Nav: Control navigation allows to add paginations on slider for each slide or
image.
10. Control Nav Thumb: Extension also gives you the option to display images thumb for
each slide in slide as pagination.
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11. Pause On Hover: This option allows to stop the animation while hovering mouse on the
slides.

12. Manual Advance: This option force manual transition which allows to customize the
default transition or add new ones.
13. Previous Text: This helps to add text for previous navigation button.
14. Next Text: This helps to add text for next navigation button.
15. Random Start: To start slider from random slides this option can set to yes. If this set
to no then animation will always start with the first slide.

ExtensionHut > Nivoslider > Manage Slide

This section provide list of all added slides with different options to add/edit and
manage these slides.

Add New Slide
Name: A name for each slide can be given to its unique identification.
Image: Option to upload the slide image.
Link:  A URL or link for each slide can be assigned which redirect users over required pages.
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Effect: Each slide would have its own effect animation setting and this allows to display
different slide with different transition effects.
Title: Text lines can also be added to show along with slides in slider.
Position: This option allows to set each slide position inside the slider.
Status: Each slide can also be enabled/disabled individually.

-- End of Document --
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